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“Excellence in all we do.”
The third of the Air Force
Core Values. It sets the bar
for all of us. For country.
For comrade. It bonds us
in the endless pursuit of
honor and greatness.
This, is the Long Blue Line.
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RANDY JAYNE ‘66

A LETTER FROM THE BOARD CHAIR
Dear Academy Friends,

the relationship between the programs that they
deliver for our cadets on the one hand, and the

As I begin my term as Board Chair of the USAFA

remarkable generosity of our alumni and friends

Endowment, I am deeply honored to have been

that fund so many of those efforts on the other. As

asked to serve in this role. The Academy has been

the Endowment remains steadfast in its mission to

a major force in my life, and I sincerely look forward

provide transformative support to the Academy, we

to giving back in a new capacity. I would like to

do so knowing we would never be able to achieve

express my heartfelt thanks to your Endowment’s

this mission without the continued involvement, input,

previous leadership, particularly Chairman Paul

ideas, and commitment of our generous donors.

Madera ‘78 and former President and CEO Steve
Lorenz ‘73. Their leadership and dedication have

As an organization, we remain committed to sharing

broadened and deepened the Endowment’s

the effects of private gifts on the Academy. Our

strength and connection to the Academy.

new President and CEO Mark Volcheff ’75 has truly
hit the ground running and is leading a number

Integrity First, Service Before Self, and Excellence

of new initiatives. 2015 was a year of growth and

in All We Do; these core values are learned at the

accomplishment for the Endowment. More than 5,000

Academy and forever transform the lives of the

donors contributed a gift during the year, with more

young men and women who join the Long Blue

than $16 million raised. This proves the commitment

Line. The third core value, Excellence in All We

of graduates, parents and friends of the Academy to

Do, describes a process, not a destination. It is the

ensuring the Academy has the resources necessary

process by which we strive for continual improvement

to offer an exceptional education. Last year’s growth

in self and service. The Endowment has been given

and accomplishments also serve as proof that, as

the tremendous responsibility of serving as our

the number and the generosity of our supporters

Academy’s umbrella fundraising organization, to

continues to grow, so does the understanding

provide the resources needed for a clear margin of

that giving makes a profound difference.

excellence across all of USAFA’s mission areas and
programs. The Endowment takes this charge very

As we look forward to another year of service, we

seriously and strives for exceptional achievement

plan to build on our successes of the past. Just as

in our fundraising and stewardship efforts.

we can be so proud of our Holaday Athletic Center,
Center for Character and Leadership Development,

I look forward to working with USAFA senior

and many other fruits of your generosity, our Academy

leadership, especially with Superintendent Lt. Gen.

and your Endowment have other great ideas in

Michelle Johnson ‘81, other USAFA leaders, our

the works for the future. We sincerely thank you

Association of Graduates colleagues, and many

for the role you play in sustaining and continually

other groups dedicated to delivering the necessary

improving the rich tradition of philanthropy at the

resources that elevate our Academy to a new level

Academy. Because of you, we are able to further

of distinction. Our Academy team, both uniformed

our efforts to achieve excellence in all we do.

and civilian, has an ever-increasing appreciation for
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LT. GEN. MICHELLE JOHNSON ‘81

A MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
The generosity that you have demonstrated, and

Johnson Foundation, (the largest private donation

continue to share, adds the margin of excellence

in our history) to support the study of the profession

that makes USAFA a truly exceptional institution in

of arms, and to receive a $5 million check from an

national rankings and in the hearts of graduates.

anonymous donor to the Falcon Stadium renovation.

From our beginning philanthropy has been a

These gifts inspire us to further excel in our

cornerstone of the very essence of the Academy.

essential mission as the U.S. Air Force’s Academy

Your partnership makes a big difference in the

to cultivate character and leadership, to provide

Academy’s programs, facilities and faculty, and in the

a top flight education, encourage a winning,

lives of the young men and women who attend and

competitive spirit, and champion the airman’s

graduate from our great institution. The immense

ethos in Air Force missions in the domains of air,

impact of private philanthropy is seen throughout

space and cyber space. The challenges of the

the landscape of higher education; and our Academy

modern profession of arms demand no less.

is no exception. Thanks to your gifts we see
cadets making a positive impact in communities in

Above all, your investments in USAFA reflect your

Colorado, across our Nation and abroad, achieving

commitment to the values our Academy embodies

excellence on and off the fields of “friendly strife”,

and inspire us to be exemplary stewards of our

and competing in academic capstone projects that

institution and continually improve our performance

tap into our cadets’ and faculty’s innovative spirit and

developing leaders of character across our

push the envelope of undergraduate education.

military, academic, and athletic mission areas.

This year, I had the honor of taking the field at

On behalf of the Academy faculty and staff,

Falcon Stadium twice to receive significant gifts on

civilians, enlisted and officer corps, and our

behalf of the Academy. Once to be presented with

cadets, we are very grateful to you. Your support is

a $6 million check from the Helen K. and Arthur E.

absolutely vital and deeply, deeply appreciated.
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THE MARGIN OF EXCELLENCE AND THE
TRANSFORMATIVE NATURE OF PHILANTHROPY
Every year, the collective impact of the charitable
contributions from thousands of graduates, parents and
friends extends the Academy’s margin of excellence.
Having reached over $100 million in gifts, 2015 was a
milestone year for the Endowment and the Academy.
Excellence In All We Do. A demonstration of

find donors to provide endowed chairs to fill those

excellence is expected long before a student is

vacancies. Basic funding provides the courses

appointed as a cadet and it is demanded of every

to learn about military history and tactics, but

graduate of the Academy. This value serves as a

donors, through the Endowment, send cadets to

compass by which cadets chart their developmental

Gettysburg and the beaches of Normandy during

journey, in and outside of the classroom. Examined

summer programs. Donor support is transformative,

separately, they are just five simple words, but

allowing our cadets to participate in hands-on and

when recited as a core belief, those words carry

out-of-classroom leadership experiences, cultural

heft and honor; they flourish as they are embraced

immersion opportunities, clubs, lectures, and

and fully integrated into the lives of the cadets.

athletic activities; every aspect of the Academy

Air Force Academy cadets strive for excellence.

and the cadet experience is touched by private
support. That same support funds renovations and

The investment made each year by our generous

improvements to facilities at the Academy, such

donors sets the Academy apart as the definitive

as Falcon Stadium. In the fall of 2015, on behalf

institution for higher learning, leadership training,

of the Academy, the USAFA Endowment received

and character development. The government

a leadership gift of $5 million from an anonymous

can build great Academy buildings, but donors,

donor to help fund some of the first renovations

through the Endowment, can fill the halls with

to the stadium since it was built in 1962.

distinguished speakers to guide character and
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leadership development. Budgets can cut assistant

But the impact of the margin of excellence extends

coaches and professors, but the Endowment can

far beyond the field. Later in the year, the Academy

Academy supporters underwrite
the margin of excellence—
enhancing programs,
advancing core values, and
expanding horizons.

received the largest private gift in Air Force Academy

passions — development in Sub-Saharan Africa

history: a $6 million legacy grant from the Colorado-

and the issue of human trafficking. He spent two

based Helen K. and Arthur E. Johnson Foundation.

weeks during the spring in Saint-Louis, Senegal,

This gift marked the second contribution to the

volunteering at Maison de la Gare, a rescue home

Center for Character and Leadership Development

and school for young boys who have been trafficked

and established the Helen and Arthur E. Johnson

into the forced labor and begging industry.

Chair for the Study of the Profession of Arms.
In the summer, Brandt interned for six weeks at
Annual unrestricted gifts to the Air Force Academy

the Department of Defense’s Counter-Trafficking

Fund make up the philanthropic foundation for the

in Persons office in Washington, D.C. “It was a

margin of excellence. In 2015, more than 5,000 donors

great opportunity for me to see how the issue of

contributed more than $2.9 million to the Air Force

human trafficking, which I am passionate about,

Academy Fund, having an immediate impact on the

connects with the mission of the DoD to protect

greatest needs at the Academy. No matter the size of

U.S. citizens and our goals abroad. This was a

the gift, Academy supporters underwrite the margin

great opportunity to experience first-hand some

of excellence—enhancing research and programs,

of the things I learned about in the classroom,”

advancing core values and leadership development,

Brandt said of his travels and internship.

and expanding the Academy’s physical structures.
As the Stamps Leadership Scholars Program
Programs like the Stamps Leadership Scholars

continues to grow and others like it emerge, stories

Program at the Air Force Academy continue to

like Brandt’s will become more common amongst

extend the margin of excellence. This program

Air Force Academy cadets because of the generous

recognizes and rewards exceptional cadets with the

donations of the Academy’s supporters. While the

opportunity to participate in national and international

government funds received are essential to the

leadership development programs, allows them to

mission of the Academy, it is the selfless gifts from

pursue undergraduate research, and gives them

our donors that create the margin of excellence that

the chance to attend academic or cocurricular

truly sets the Academy apart. Since the inception

conferences. The Endowment’s partnership with

of the USAFA Endowment, the number of donors

the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation offsets

and the amount of support raised continues to

the financial requirements of the programs and

increase, creating the building blocks for a culture

opportunities given to cadets like Steven Brandt.

of philanthropy. Our donors are truly making a
difference at the Academy by establishing a legacy

During the spring and summer of 2015, Brandt

that will improve the Academy and enhance the

had the opportunity to explore two of his greatest

quality of the cadet experience for years to come.
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HONORING A GIANT
Pratt & Whitney establishes the Frank Gillette
Propulsion Researcher at the Academy
In 1962, a young Frank Gillette, not long removed

Pratt & Whitney. Naturally, he looked west

from receiving his mechanical engineering degree

to the United States Air Force Academy.

from the University of Florida, arrived in East Hartford,
Connecticut, at the headquarters of one of the

Under Gillette’s direction and tutelage, Pratt &

largest aero-engine manufacturers in the world, Pratt

Whitney embarked on a close relationship with

& Whitney. Armed with knowledge of propulsion

USAFA’s Department of Aeronautical Engineering.

engineering, thermodynamics, aerodynamics and

For the last decade, Pratt & Whitney has funded

materials science, Gillette looked to change the world

a senior capstone class that requires cadets to

of aerodynamics. And change the world he did.

undertake a Pratt & Whitney-assigned research
project, and Gillette serves as the project mentor.

Fast forward to 2005. The F-22 Raptor roars into
service and takes the Air Force by storm. Underneath

In 2014, for example, cadets worked on a variable

its sleek, radar-repellent skin sits the F119 thrust

cycle engine to support the Defense Advanced

vectoring supercruise engine. In layman’s terms, the

Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) “Prompt Global

Raptor can sustain supersonic speeds without using

Strike.” The cadets developed a conceptual design

afterburners, which allows it to fly faster and farther.

of an air vehicle that would morph from a long range/
endurance mode to a supersonic cruise missile mode.

Why is this important? It means the F-22 can
intercept targets that subsonic aircraft would lack

The centerpiece of the design was a turboprop engine

the speed to pursue and afterburner-dependent

with a low specific fuel consumption to support the

aircraft would lack the fuel to reach. Much of

long range/endurance mode; it then transitioned to a

this is due to the genius of Frank Gillette.

turbojet engine that would provide sufficient thrust to
support a supersonic cruise missile mode. A working

Gillette devoted 36 years of service to Pratt &

prototype of the direct drive turbine–propeller system

Whitney’s engines. Over his lengthy career, he

was developed and successfully completed a taxi test.

played a significant role in designing and developing
almost every engine that powers the Air Force’s

As a designer and developer of high-performance

fighter aircraft, not the least of which was the F119.

engines, Gillette demands excellence and does not
accept the status quo. He expects the same of USAFA

Today, he continues his relationship with Pratt &

cadets, who, as part of the senior capstone class, are

Whitney, serving as a consultant to the Military

required to travel to Pratt & Whitney headquarters

Engines Division and assessing damage tolerance

each spring and present their research findings.

of all Pratt & Whitney-powered aircraft.
Perhaps more importantly than the technical
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More than 20 years ago, Gillette considered

knowledge gained from the project, cadets learn

the importance of conveying a career’s worth of

to consider system-level tradeoffs associated

knowledge and expertise to the next generation

with competing jet engine performance goals

of aircraft engineers for the Air Force and

as well as tradeoffs associated with technical

F-22 RAPTOR

Two Pratt & Whitney F119
Engines power the U.S.
Air Force’s F-22 Raptor
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Frank Gillette’s legacy continues through Pratt & Whitney’s F-135 propulsion system, which powers the fifth generation F-35 Lightning II. The
derivative of the proven F119-PW-100 engine, the technologically advanced turbofan engine exclusively powering the U.S. Air Force’s F-22 Raptor.

risk, scheduling, weight, and cost management.

of attracting research partners to the Academy. The

Excellence and insight abound, indeed.

experimental aeronautics laboratories at USAFA are
among the world elite and prove to be a major draw.

Pratt & Whitney’s investment of knowledge,
experience, mentorship and financial resources has

The model used at the Academy of pairing

made a lasting, positive impact on two decades

experienced researchers with undergraduate

of cadets and graduates, who went on to operate,

assistants has shown tremendous benefit

maintain and procure jet engines for the Air Force.

to the cadet while providing the research
sponsor with first-class research products and

It is hard to imagine a more worthwhile investment

producing a long list of research publications.

in the Air Force Academy than what Pratt & Whitney
has done over the past decade, but — never a

Historically, the department has attracted

company to rest on its laurels — that is exactly

research partners, such as the Air Force Office of

what Pratt & Whitney did. As Gillette’s career winds

Scientific Research, that have a stronger interest

to a close, Pratt & Whitney has been considering

in experimental and computational aerodynamics.

how to honor his profound contributions to

The department seeks to expand its offerings of

the field of aeronautics and engine design.

cadet-centered research projects in propulsion,
and Pratt & Whitney wants to build on Gillette’s

In 2015, they landed on the answer: the creation

long legacy of engaging cadets in propulsion

of the Frank Gillette Propulsion Researcher in the

research. This is truly the perfect match.

Department of Aeronautics at the Air Force Academy.
Beginning in Academic Year 2015-16, Pratt & Whitney
“Our expectation is that the Frank Gillette

will fund the Gillette Propulsion Researcher to bring a

Propulsion Researcher will help provide the focus

full-time, experienced Ph.D. propulsion researcher to

and the continuity necessary for an ongoing,

the talented team in the Department of Aeronautics.

high-quality, cadet-centered propulsion research
effort,” said Bennett Croswell, president of

The Gillette Researcher is charged with identifying

Pratt & Whitney Military Engines, about the

and pursuing expanded and/or new research threads

role the gift to honor Gillette will create.

in the propulsion field and making sure that cadets
are at the center of the investigative work. Currently,

The Gillette Researcher is the ideal philanthropic
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full-time faculty is permitted to devote only 10

investment for Pratt & Whitney. The Department of

percent of their time to research endeavors. As

Aeronautical Engineering has a successful track record

such, Ph.D.-level researchers provide the focus for

“The thing I’m most proud about is
not what I have accomplished in my
55 years at P&W in the propulsion
industry, but the opportunity
to volunteer by giving back my
knowledge and experiences to the
future leaders of the U.S. Air Force.”
– Frank Gillette

ongoing, high-quality, cadet-centered scholarship.

Today, Pratt & Whitney’s Military Engines Division

Together, USAFA instructors and research cadre

has supplied nearly 11,000 engines to the air

create important synergies that expand cadets’

forces in 22 nations. At home, the company has

overall education through experiential learning.

delivered engines for nearly the entirety of the

Gillette offered the following insight into his and

Strike Fighter, the F-22 Raptor, the F-15 Eagle, the

Pratt & Whitney’s long-standing relationship with

F-16 Falcon, the C-17 Globemaster III, the EA-6B

the Academy and this new position named in his

Prowler, the E-3 AWACs and the KC-46 Tanker.

United States Air Force, including the F-35 Joint

honor: “The thing I’m most proud about is not what
I have accomplished in my 55 years at P&W in the

With its emphasis on aircraft engine excellence, Pratt

propulsion industry, but the opportunity to volunteer

& Whitney has earned a reputation as a pioneer

by giving back my knowledge and experiences

and industry leader in the aviation field. Now, the

to the future leaders of the U.S. Air Force.”

company is earning a reputation as a philanthropic

Said Brig. Gen. Andrew Armacost, dean of the

model for other charitable partners to follow.

leader at the Air Force Academy and providing a
Faculty at the Academy, “the generous gift from
Pratt & Whitney allows us to enhance our world-

The Academy is grateful to Pratt & Whitney for

class research efforts in aircraft propulsion. This

choosing USAFA to recognize the long-term,

research is instrumental to our nationally-ranked

momentous contributions of Frank Gillette. In

educational program in aeronautical engineering and

doing so, Pratt & Whitney is providing cadets with

the development of our future Air Force officers.”

significant exposure to experts — both academic
and industry — in the field of propulsion research

Pratt & Whitney has a long and distinguished

who integrate their knowledge holistically into the

history in the aviation industry. Born from the early

challenges of jet engine design and development.

aviation work of the Wright Brothers, the company
began an affiliation with the U.S. military in 1926,

Frank Gillette has left enormous footprints in East

when the Navy ordered 200 R-1340 Wasp engines

Hartford, Connecticut. Pratt & Whitney is helping

from the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Company. The

to build a new generation of exceptionally capable

success, performance and reliability of the engine

engineers who will one day walk in his footprints.

led to it revolutionizing American aviation.
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TAKING THE LEAD
A Q&A with the USAFA Endowment’s newly
minted President and CEO Mark Volcheff ’75
Recently named President and CEO of the USAFA Endowment, Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Mark Volcheff
’75, talks about his vision for the organization and the importance of private philanthropy.
After 32 years of service in the United States Air Force and owning
your own business — why did you decide to take this position?
Of the top three most positive “earthly” influences in my life, the Air Force Academy
ranks right up there with my parents, especially my father, and the Boy Scouts. I think
we all have a responsibility to provide philanthropic support to our communities, to the
institutions that shape our lives, and to causes that we hold close. However, while serving
in the Air Force, I found it challenging to volunteer or give back in a meaningful way. I
moved too often and the time just didn’t seem to be there. It became a little easier after
retiring from the Air Force, as I was able to work with the Military Affairs Council and some
other nonprofits. When the president and CEO position opened, I saw it as the ultimate
opportunity to give back. I absolutely love what I am doing and I am inspired by the
support the Endowment has provided and continues to offer to the Air Force Academy.
What is your vision for the Endowment?
The USAFA Endowment is what we sometimes hear referred to in the military as a force
multiplier. The private support that the Endowment is able to raise enhances the cadet
experience and increases the capabilities of the faculty and staff, culminating in an
extra margin of excellence that advances the mission of the Academy. The Endowment
provides the gift funds that make a good building a great building; that send cadets to
foreign countries for cultural immersion; that helps to provide character and leadership,
as well as academic, programs with top-rate instructors, guest speakers and program
support material. My vision for the Endowment is to inspire potential donors to
understand the immense impact they have on creating benchmark facilities and programs,
accelerate the donor-to-delivery timeline for those projects and programs for their
greatest impact, remain responsible stewards to the donors, and grow donor support
to meet all the margin of excellence needs of the Academy now and in the future.
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Why should grads give back to the

get appropriately funded, the Cyber Innovation

Academy now or in the future?

Center won’t provide the programs and research it
could, professor positions won’t be fully filled, and

In whatever environment or endeavor we find

character and leadership development programs

ourselves, we owe it to future generations to make

become not much more than a recurring PowerPoint

things better than the way we found them. I look back

presentation unless there is private philanthropy

at my cadet experience in the early ’70s and think

added in. In its approximately eight years of existence,

that the Academy has come so incredibly far with

the Endowment has raised $107 million to support

training enhancements, experiential opportunities,

Academy cadet and alumni programs. We do that

vast strides in leadership development, and some

hand in hand with the AOG and the other 501(c)

facility improvements. We need visionary ideas; we

(3) non-profits like the Air Force Academy Athletic

need people’s time and, of course, donor dollars,

Corporation (AFAAC) and Academy Research and

to give life to a good number of the efforts the

Development Institute (ARDI). We remain grateful

Academy hopes to achieve. The world evolves,

for our government’s contribution to the Academy;

threats change, technologies advance and the

however, if you see extra quality in a project or

way we fly, fight and win is heavily impacted. We

program, thank the Academy leadership and

need graduates to give back by sharing leadership

some generous donors who made it possible.

experiences and to help establish new visions,
not just for the Academy, but for the nation.

When did you realize the impact of the
education you received at the Academy?

What impact does private
philanthropy have on the Academy?

I graduated right in the middle of my Academy class;
my cumulative GPA was around 2.6-something, and

14

While the Academy is a government-funded

I was voted by fellow cadet squadron commanders

institution, there are literally hundreds of initiatives

as the cadet squadron commander most likely to get

at the Academy that the government simply cannot

fired. I excelled at surviving. It did not take long at all

fund, and there are those that the government

when I got out into the “real” Air Force to notice that,

cannot completely fund to the need or cannot fund

as a result of my Academy education and all of my

in a timely manner. The football stadium will not

Academy experiences, I was conversant in so many

“In whatever environment or
endeavor we find ourselves, we
owe it to future generations to
make things better than the way we
found them.”
– Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Mark Volcheff ‘75

more areas than my non-Academy counterparts. My

What was your favorite Air Force assignment?

academic experiences were broader, my leadership
experiences were deeper, and my athletic skills were

I took advantage of every assignment I received

much more diverse. I realized the broad impact of

and gave my best at each one, but Japan was by

my Academy experiences from the moment my new

far my most favorite assignment. From August of

active duty supervisor sat me down to tell me about

1998 to January 2000, I had the honor of serving

the new mission I was now a part of. I could pretty

as the commander of the 374th Airlift Wing, Pacific

much put all the pieces together from the very start.

Air Forces, at the Yokota Air Force Base. I found
this assignment personally rewarding for myself

What were the three most important

and my family. We really enjoyed the people there

lessons you learned at the Academy?

and the exposure to the Japanese culture.

1. The Air Force core values were not yet established

What impresses you most about the

when I graduated, but since they are now, I would

changes you have seen at the Academy?

say living by those standards are lifelong lessons.
The best changes I’ve seen at the Academy are
2. It is essential that you treat everyone

the admission of women, the focus on creating

with respect and dignity.

training programs that are directly linked to what is
experienced in military service after one graduates,

3. Leadership can/must be learned from all the

and the deep dive into character and leadership

experiences in your life. Take note of all the good

development. Given the huge impact of these

and the bad leadership experiences. Remember

three changes—and there are many more—I would

all the good techniques and use them. Remember

love to live the cadet experience all over again.

all the bad techniques and never use them.

My preparation for active duty service would
have been even better than it already was.
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MEET THE USAFA ENDOWMENT’S NEWEST DIRECTORS

DR. APRIL S. FITZGERALD ‘87
BOARD SECRETARY

Dr. April Sullivan Fitzgerald graduated

of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland and

from the United States Air Force

Adjunct Associate Professor of Medicine

Academy in 1987 with a BS in Electrical

at the Uniformed Services University of

Engineering. She served on active

the Health Sciences, F. Edward Hebert

duty at Hanscom Air Force Base on the

School of Medicine. She is board certified

Milstar Satellite Terminal Program and as

in Internal Medicine and a Fellow of the

program manager for the AFSATCOM

American College of Physicians. She

terminal upgrade. She left active duty

is the Mid-Atlantic president for the

in 1992 to attend medical school at the

Society of General Internal Medicine

University of Chicago Pritzker School

(SGIM), editor for the Leadership Forum,

of Medicine but remained active in the

and runs a leadership course nationally

USAF Reserve as a USAFA liaison officer.

through the Association of Chiefs and

She received her M.D. degree in 1996

Leaders in General Internal Medicine

and transferred to the USAF Reserve

(ACLGIM). She received her master’s of

Medical Corps (MC) while completing

education from Johns Hopkins University

her residency in internal medicine at

School of Education in May 2016.

the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston, Massachusetts.

her work as a clinician-educator. In 2013,

Dr. Fitzgerald remained active in the

she received the National Leadership

USAF Reserve MC and was called to

Award from the Association of Chiefs and

active duty at the Pentagon after the

Leaders of General Internal Medicine.

terrorist attacks of 2001. Upon completion

In 2014, she received the American

of the activation in 2003, she joined

College of Physicians (ACP) Maryland

the reserve faculty at the Uniformed

Chapter Early Career Physician Award.

Services University of the Health Sciences

She has recently been awarded the

(USUHS) and later as full faculty at the

national Herbert S. Waxman Award for

Johns Hopkins University School of

Outstanding Medical Student Educator

Medicine. She continues in the USAF

by ACP, the national organization of

Reserve MC at the rank of colonel.

internists. The award will be presented

Dr. Fitzgerald is an assistant professor
of Medicine at Johns Hopkins School
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Dr. Fitzgerald has won many awards for

at ACP’s annual convocation ceremony
on May 5, 2016 in Washington, D.C.

NEW BOARD DIRECTORS

MR. JEROME V. BRUNI ‘70
BOARD TREASURER

Mr. Bruni earned a bachelor of science

Street Journal, Reuters, Bloomberg,

degree in economics from the United

CNNMoney, Fortune and other financial

States Air Force Academy and a master

media. He is also a popular speaker

of arts degree in economics from UCLA.

among college students, teachers and

He worked as an Operations Research

community groups. Mr. Bruni, who is

officer for the U.S. Air Force and served

an active supporter of many non-profit

on the Department of Economics

organizations, also founded and is

faculty at the U. S. Air Force Academy,

president of the Bruni Foundation, which

where he directed and taught courses

supports education and development

in microeconomics, macroeconomics

programs nationwide for students and

and financial markets. He was twice

adults. He is a member of the Board

named by the Academy as the

of Overseers for the Hoover Institution

Outstanding Educator in Economics.

at Stanford University and a founding

Mr. Bruni is the founder and president

director of the Endowment Board. He

of Colorado Springs based J. V. Bruni

is also a former chairman of the board

and Company, the largest independent

of directors of the Colorado Council

money management firm in southern

for Economic Education and a former

Colorado. An experienced investor,

member of the board of directors of the

he has been quoted by The Wall

National Council for Economic Education.

Mr. Williamson founded and also

Koerting, Inc., director of Valen Analytics,

currently serves as chairman and chief

Inc., and director of Prima Capital, along

executive officer of Signature Control

with various other smaller companies.

Systems, Inc. he also is a director of
Calibrus, Inc.; advisory director of Canaan
Natural Resources and Slipstream
Properties; and manager of Humanade,
LLC and Cleburne Properties, LLC.

MR. HUGH H. WILLIAMSON ‘64

Mr. Williamson has also served on the
USAFA Falcon Foundation Board of
Trustees since 1985 and is currently
the vice chair. He also was a significant
contributor to the construction of the

Mr. Williamson’s extensive executive

Association of Graduates building,

experience includes becoming the first

Doolittle Hall. Over this same period of

Air Force Academy graduate to head

time, Mr. Williamson has served many

a Fortune 500 company. He also has

other nonprofit organizations, mostly

held CEO positions with NYSE, ASE,

as an officer and/or director, including

NASDAQ, and numerous privately held

Austin Presbyterian Seminary, Boy Scouts

companies. In his over 40-year career, he

of America, Big Brothers Big Sisters,

has served as the chief executive officer

United Way, Camp Soaring Eagle, and

of five public companies: Edgcomb

others, including his local churches. He

Metals, Inc.; Revere Copper and Brass,

is a past member of Young Presidents

Inc.; Ketema, Inc.; Emageon, Inc.; and

Organization and Chief Executive

XeDAR Corporation. He has also been the

Organization, and is now a member

chairman and CEO of Keller Industries,

of World Presidents Organization.

Carolina Steel Corporation, and EASCO
Aluminum; senior principal of Cherry
Creek Capital Partners; chief executive
officer and president of Schutte &

He received a bachelor of science
degree in engineering science from the
United States Air Force Academy and
an MBA from Texas Tech University.
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Q: Why did you join the board
of the USAFA Endowment?

AF: It’s a true honor to have the

HW: I used to tell people that accepting

opportunity to join the USAFA

the appointment to the Academy was

Endowment board. The Endowment was

the second most important thing I had

started by accomplished, thoughtful, and

ever done, second only to marrying my

generous Academy alumni. As time goes

wife. After hearing this a few times, she

by, there will be a natural transition in the

corrected me, saying we would have

composition of the board to subsequent

never met had I not been at Reese,

graduates. I’m grateful to have the

AFB in pilot training. So, that makes my

opportunity to work with the outstanding

Academy experience the most important

alumni who started the Endowment and

thing I have ever done. Being at the

hope to bring the perspective of the

Academy, among some of the brightest

diversified student body of later years.

and most competitive guys I had ever
encountered, gave me not only the

JB: The USAFA Endowment is an

confidence to tackle every situation I

important vehicle through which the

have faced in life, but also many of the

quality of the USAFA experience can be

tools and experiences that have allowed

enhanced and through which the lives

me to achieve the various things I have

and careers of cadets and graduates

been blessed to achieve. Since I view our

can be supported and strengthened. In

Endowment’s mission as contributing to

service to USAFA, the Air Force and our

the development of leaders for our USAF

country, there are many opportunities

and our country, it just made sense for

for us ahead, and it is an honor to join

me to agree to give back in this manner.

the Endowment’s committed board
and to be able to work to help the
Endowment operate and grow.

Q: How has the Academy made
a difference in your life?

AF: Attending the Academy was

HW: When I arrived at the Academy,

transformational for me. My foundation of

I was certain that my educational

moral and work ethics began at USAFA.

background was going to cause me to

It was the social learning – the learning

have to work extra hard just to stay in

community – that set the Academy apart.

and graduate. I was indeed challenged,

However, it was the honor code and

but in the process, discovered that I

concepts of integrity, professionalism,

had the academic tools necessary to

collegiality, and finding the edges of

be not only competitive, but also to

my own envelope that are the most

excel if I thoroughly applied myself.

treasured takeaways, ideals I might not

Recognizing this gave me a supreme

have learned in the same way or to the

confidence, and hence it broadened

same degree at another institution.

my life‘s horizons, far broader than they
would otherwise have been. This remains

JB: My Academy experience, including
my association with outstanding
cadets and Air Force personnel, has
been a major influence in my personal
development, growth and commitment to
ideals and service. It is no exaggeration to
refer to this experience as transformative.
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true even to this day, 52 years later.

NEW BOARD DIRECTORS

Q: What impact do you hope
to achieve at the Academy
through your work with
the USAFA Endowment?

AF: My husband, Mark, is also USAFA

to help encourage graduates and

Class of ’87, Wings from Heaven, and my

other USAFA supporters to see the

oldest daughter, Kate, is USAFA Class of

opportunities for effective support of

2017. Through the Endowment, I hope

the Academy, its mission, cadets and

to help preserve the Academy’s rich

graduates through Endowment-based

history of excellence while helping the

support. These opportunities are

institution move forward and advance to

numerous and their impact can be great.

meet the future needs of the Air Force.

HW: I want to use my years of experience
JB: I hope to contribute my experience in

in the not-for-profit and for-profit sectors

the nonprofit world to the Endowment’s

to support the Board and staff of the

leadership and operations, and I want

Endowment in any way that I am qualified
to do, to the upmost of my abilities.

Q: What is your favorite
Academy memory?

JB: My first intramural boxing match

HW: I have looked back on numerous

had a profound effect on me. Although

events, challenges, trips, and

I trained hard in preparation, I lost to a

friendships over the years with very

cadet who would ultimately go on to win

fond memories. There are too many to

in the Wing Open Boxing Championship.

pick just one. At the time I was there,

I was deeply disappointed at the time, yet

however, I would have to say playing

with hindsight that experience knocked a

freshman basketball was my favorite

lot of sense into me and helped prepare

activity—including, of course, being

me for some of life’s challenges.

able to eat on the training table—one
I thoroughly enjoyed and benefited
from immensely. I broke my ankle at the
very beginning of the 3rd Class year
practices and decided for better or worse
to drop basketball and concentrate
on academics. Probably saved Coach
Spear from having to cut me!

JB: My philanthropic commitment is that

HW: My wife and I have always been

philanthropic philosophy

through focused financial and operational

interested in, and supportive of,

and how do you hope

support of effective organizations, I want

children’s and young adults’ education

philanthropy will make a

to try to help change our world for the

and development. We both have

difference at the Academy?

better in meaningful ways. Because of

been mentors and advisors in various

education’s transformative impact on

organizations, and served on numerous

individuals and society, quality education

boards in this arena over the years. In

opportunities and experiences over

fact, we are still mentoring one young

a broad landscape of subjects are a

lady after 20 years, and I have a first

special area of focus. Ideas, ideals

classman who I have been mentoring

and experiences matter—a lot.

since he enrolled! Supporting the

Q: What is your personal

cadets at the Academy perfectly
aligns with our personal philanthropic
efforts and long-term interests.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
JAN

FEB

MAR

THE PRINCETON REVIEW ranked
the Air Force Academy among the
nation’s 200 best value colleges in the
2015 of its book Colleges That Pay
You Back: The 200 Best Value Colleges
and What It Takes to Get In, released
THE WINGS OF BLUE earned
27 medals at the U.S. Parachute
Association’s Collegiate National
Championships, in Eloy, Arizona,
December 28, 2014 to January
2, 2015. The competition marked
the team’s 35th appearance in the

February 3. The recognition reflected
two major factors: affordability to
students in need and career prospects
of graduates. The Academy was
listed as one of the 77 best public
schools in the nation and among
the top nine tuition-free schools.

THE CADET STEM CLUB received
the national Golden Torch Award for
Government Community Service at

The Princeton Review has regularly

a ceremony March 23 in Anaheim,

ranked the Academy among the top

California. The honor is given annually

colleges in the nation over the past

by the National Society of Black

decade. Later in 2015, the Review

Engineers (NSBE). The Cadet STEM

ABOUT 20 CADETS visited F.E.

also rated the Academy among the

Club was recognized for educating and

Warren Air Force Base, Wyoming

best regional colleges in the West,

inspiring regional students to consider

in mid-January to get a firsthand

and as one of its Best 380 Colleges.

scientific or technical careers. Since its

championship in the past 46 years.

inception in 2011, the club has become

look into the missile operations

the Academy’s largest and most active

career field. The immersion trip

volunteer cadet club. The club focuses

allowed the aspiring missileers to

on underprivileged and at-risk children

ask questions of career missileers

in schools without many extracurricular

so they can enter their next phase

activities to spark interest in the

of training “with their eyes open,”

science and mathematics fields.

and gain much-needed perspective,
advice, and encouragement
before becoming lieutenants.

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION named the Air
Force Academy the No. 1 funded

THE CADET CYBER TEAM captured
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seven medals at the 2015 inter-

SEVEN FEMALE CADETS became

service Defense Advanced Research

the first women to compete in the

Projects Agency (DARPA) competition

Academy’s annual Wing Open Boxing

January 30 in Pittsburgh. The

Championship February 19, 2015.

DARPA-sponsored contest—which

Three walked away as champions

simulates challenges arising during

and three as runners-up. Cadet

a cyber mission—featured teams

4th Class Aubrey Lowe won the

from the U.S. Air Force Academy,

Outstanding Boxer award for the

Military Academy, Naval Academy,

women’s category and placed first

and Coast Guard Academy.

in the 150-pound competition.

undergraduate-only research program
of U.S. colleges and universities for
the eighth consecutive year. The
Academy moved up in the overall list
of university expenditure rankings to
188th of 645 schools (compared to
194th in 2012). The Air Force ranked
higher than the U.S. Military and U.S.
Naval academies, and just below
the Naval Postgraduate School.

APR

MAY

TWO RESEARCH TEAMS from the

FOR THE SECOND YEAR in a row,

Academy won first-place awards in the

a team from the Air Force Academy

American Institute of Aeronautics and

won the Defense Advanced Research

Astronautics’ Region V competition

Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Innovation

April 24–25. The awards came in the

Challenge, the Academy announced

undergraduate research and team

May 6. Lt. Col. Tim Jung, an Academy

categories. Cadets 1st Class Joshua

aeronautical engineering professor, led

Castagnetta and Robert Larson created

the winning team, dubbed the Sensing

an unmanned aerial vehicle, or UAV,

Unguided Recon Gliders (SURG).

A TOTAL OF 840 CADETS graduated

capable of conducting zero-gravity

The winning design was a micro air

from the Air Force Academy on May

experiments. Cadets 1st Class Gregory

vehicle that can sniff out chemical

28, following a commencement

Gutkin and Geoffrey Whitener, along

concentration levels in an explosive

address by Secretary of the Air Force

with Cadet 3rd Class Young Wu,

cloud—an invention that offers a

Deborah Lee James.The newest batch

worked on developing new ways to

solution to a problem the Department

of second lieutenants were headed

test engine designs for turbulence.

of Defense has tackled for years.

for varied destinations, from pilot
training (43 percent) and graduate
school (11 percent) to the space and
cyber space fields (11 percent) and

A NEW SOUTHEAST ASIA Prisoner

THE TUSKEGEE AIRMEN were

of War memorial was unveiled at

honored in a wreath-laying ceremony

the Air Force Academy April 24. The

and parade at the Air Force Academy

unveiling, including a dedication

May 5. The event was organized and

ceremony in Doolittle Hall, was held

hosted by the Academy’s Way of Life

in conjunction with two days of events

Committee and the Hubert L. “Hooks”

honoring the Academy’s 33 Southeast

Jones Chapter of Tuskegee Airmen Inc.

Asia POWs and their families.

nuclear missile operations (1 percent).

JUN

TWO CADETS SPENT the summer
of 2015 investigating the integration
of personal digital devices at the
U.S. Air Force Space Command
(AFSPC), a big but complex issue at

THE ACADEMY CENTER FOR

AFSPC and across the Department of

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Defense. The duo, Cadets 1st Class

(UAS) Research began collaborating

Jed Lyon and Matt Medara, briefed

with a local startup, WSI Unmanned

the AFSPC commander, Gen. John

Systems, to help protect endangered

Hyten, about their project (entitled

animal species using tracking

the “Internet of Things”) at the end

technology developed at the Academy.

of June. The cadets conducted

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

their research at Peterson Air Force

(UAVs) may soon be used by national
THE ACADEMY’S 2015 EL POMAR

Base, Colorado, where the AFSPC

parks and private organizations that

scholars used funding from the local,

is headquartered. They proposed a

wish to protect wildlife or livestock

nonprofit El Pomar Foundation to

new “bring your own device” policy

such as deer, elk, and bears.

for employees—a change they

create and lead a new program
for K–12 Medicaid students in
the Colorado Springs area.

believe could unleash innovation in
defense workplaces if security and
legal challenges can be overcome.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
JUL

AUG

SEP

HUNDREDS OF BASIC CADETS
lined up at the Air Force Academy
July 13 to help experts learn more
about head trauma. All Academy

THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY was

cadets took part in a three-year, $30M

listed among the top universities in

collaboration between the Defense

the nation in engineering and liberal

Department and the NCAA to study

arts courses, according to a U.S. News

concussions. Eighteen universities

& World Report 2016 Best Colleges

in the United States and the military

Rankings. The Academy ties with

service academies participated in the

the Naval Academy as the fifth Best

research project. To comply with NCAA
standards, the Academy has conducted
neurocognitive testing on its athletes
for more than 10 years. The Academy
began testing all freshmen in 2014 as
part of the DOD-NCAA study to collect
a larger test group. “The Academy
is ahead of the other universities and
other military academies involved
in the study because it’s conducting
this baseline testing for the entire
student body,” said Dr. Jerry McGinty,

THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY

Undergraduate Engineering Program.

developed Falcon Fuel, a plan to

Several specific Academy engineering

provide extra nutrition for cadets

programs ranked among the top in

by placing 12 healthy food stations

the nation among undergraduate

near their workout areas. Falcon Fuel

universities. Those rankings are:

aligns with the Defense Department’s
Healthy Base Initiative, which tries
to stem obesity in the U.S. by
promoting a healthy lifestyle. The
healthy food was selected by Shelly
Morales, a cadet nutritionist.

NO.

Aerospace-Aeronautical-Astronautical
Engineering, for the
15th consecutive year.

NO.

Top Public Schools, tied
with Williams College
in Massachusetts.

NO.

High School Counselor
Rankings, for the
third straight year.

2

director of sports medicine for the
Academy’s Athletic Department.

FORBES MAGAZINE ranked the
Air Force Academy as one of the

$1.49
MILLION

top universities in the nation with its
2015 annual rankings of America’s
Top Colleges, released July 29.
Forbes listed the Academy as the
38th best university in the nation,
just ahead of the College of William
and Mary and Colgate University.

A $1.49 MILLION PROJECT to

3

renovate several interior spaces
of Arnold Hall was scheduled to
be completed in early 2015. The
multi-phase project was paid for by

The report ranked the Academy

a combination of appropriated and

as the sixth-best university in the

non-appropriated funds, to modernize

West, between the University of

the Academy’s student center. This

California at Berkeley at number

is the first major renovation for

five and the University of California

the facility since its doors opened

at Los Angeles at number seven.

in 1959, said Arnold Hall facility
manager, Debbie Southee.
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3

NO.

4
NO.

5

Electrical-ElectronicCommunications
Engineering, tied
with Harvey Mudd
College in California.

Mechanical Engineering,
tied with Harvey
Mudd College.

OCT

NOV

100Million

$

T H E U S A FA E N D O W M E N T C E L E B R AT E S

RAISED IN SUPPORT OF THE ACADEMY

DEC

THE SOUTHEAST ASIA PLAZA
OF HEROES Dedication Ceremony
honored the Air Force Academy’s
Vietnam veterans, at the Heritage Trail
at Doolittle Hall. The event honored

THE ENDOWMENT REACHED A

the Academy’s only Medal of Honor

FUNDRAISING MILESTONE OF OVER

recipient, Capt. Lance Sijan ‘65, and

$100 MILLION in gifts from thousands

its 16 Air Force Cross recipients and

of graduates, parents, and friends
of the Academy. Donors supported
investments in academic programs,
athletics, character and leadership,
heritage initiatives, and other areas

five Silver Star recipients. Several
surviving medal recipients and their
family members attended the event,
along with the Chief of Staff of the
Air Force Gen. Mark A. Welsh III ‘76.

with the greatest need at the Academy.

CADET RESEARCHERS at the Air
Force Academy studied the latest
technology in motion-cueing seats
to improve pilot training. As a
result of a Cooperative Research
and Development agreement with

FIRST

PLACE

THE U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY
FLYING TEAM took first place in the
Region 1 National Intercollegiate
Flying Association SAFECON
Competition. Cadet 1st Class Garrett
Ellis took home the Top Pilot Award.
This was the team’s 29th consecutive

THE WINGS OF BLUE, the Air Force

ACME-Worldwide Enterprises, the

parachute team, won 19 medals at

Warfighter Effectiveness Research

the U.S. Parachuting Association

Center at the Academy was given

National Skydiving Championships

a dynamic motion seat that will

in Eloy, Arizona. The team earned

help cadets in the study. Cadets are

gold in the intermediate eight-way

expected to finalize their research

and advanced four-way formation

methods and be ready to study how

skydiving competitions, and bronze

training with motion cueing affects

in the intermediate competition. The

cadets’ performance in a powered

Air Force also set a home record

flight class at the Academy airfield.

in the two-way mixed formation
category by averaging six points for
each of the competition’s 10 rounds.

first-place finish against five other
Rocky Mountain collegiate flying
teams. The Academy team took
first place in the overall standings

THE USAFA ENDOWMENT

and in the flying and ground events;

announced the largest private gift

THE AIR FORCE SELECTED the

first, third and fourth in the Short

in Air Force Academy history: a

Air Force Academy as the recipient

Field Landing category; and swept

$6 million legacy grant from the

of the Air Force Organizational

the Power-Off Landing category by

Colorado-based Helen K. and Arthur

Excellence Award for meritorious

clinching the top five slots. The team

E. Johnson Foundation. This gift

service during 2010 and 2011. The

also claimed the top five spots during

marked the second contribution to the

Secretary of the Air Force Personnel

Aircraft Identification and Computer

Center for Character and Leadership

Council Awards and Decorations

Accuracy ground competition and

Development and it established the

Branch selected the Academy for

first, second and third place in the

Helen K. and Arthur E. Johnson Chair

the award due to its exceptionally

Simulated Aircraft Navigation category.

for the Study of the Profession of Arms.

meritorious service in 2010 and 2011.
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AIR FORCE ACADEMY FUND AND SABRE SOCIETY

MAKING A DIFFERENCE FOR YEARS TO COME

5,458
DONORS SHOWED SUPPORT
BY GIVING TO THE AIR FORCE
ACADEMY FUND

Gifts to the Air Force Academy Fund are unrestricted, empowering USAFA
graduates, parents, and friends to provide resources that are applied directly
to support cadets, graduates, and the Academy’s overall educational mission.
These gifts, no matter the size, make a real difference. Last year, more than
5,400 donors gave more than $2.9 million to the Air Force Academy Fund.
The Air Force Academy Fund enables all donors to give what they can
each year knowing that they are joining thousands of fellow supporters
in having a powerful collective impact on the Academy. Annual giving,
especially at the Sabre Society level of $1,000 or more, plays a critical
role in making a direct and immediate difference in the lives of cadets,

$2.9M
WAS GIVEN TO THE AIR FORCE
ACADEMY FUND LAST YEAR

The USAFA Endowment is focused on ensuring that unrestricted giving
remains a cornerstone for Academy programs, services, and priorities.
#GivingTuesday 2015 served as a reminder to celebrate philanthropy
and encourage giving back. In just one day, more than 175 donors
gave over $42,000 online, with a large emphasis on the Air Force
Academy Fund, in support of the Academy. The generosity
shown on #GivingTuesday was a reflection of the ever-increasing
dedication and enthusiasm from the USAFA community.

1,292
SABRE SOCIETY DONORS

We are grateful for all Air Force Academy Fund donors. Their
generous contributions are vital to the Academy’s mission and enable
the Endowment to fund a wide variety of margin of excellence
programs and services that are important to the Academy including
cadet competitive academic teams, international immersion trips,
cadet clubs, summer internships, and cadet research, among many
more, giving the cadets a jump-start to their Air Force careers.

Gifts to the Air Force Academy Fund Help Support
Academy Programs
Cadet Clubs and Intramurals Character Leadership Development Programs and Seminars Distinguished
Speaker Series International Immersion Programs Summer Internships The Academy Assembly
Undergraduate Research
Graduate and Parent Programs and Services
Career Services Chapter Programs Checkpoints Magazine ZoomiEnews Graduate Dependent
Scholarships Appointee Bed and Breakfast Inprocessing Support Parent Handbook
Webguy Online Services
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FINANCIAL
SUMMARY
The USAFA Endowment posted

CUMULATIVE GIFTS & COMMITMENTS

$125M

$110.23M
$93.82M

$100M
$78.15M

a healthy fiscal year 2015, thanks
to the tremendous support and

$75M

$62.88M

generosity of graduates, families
and friends. More than 8,600 donors
contributed a gift during the year,
with more than $16 million raised in
pledges, gifts of cash and securities,

$46.41M

$50M

$25M

and gift-in-kind contributions.
In 2015, the Endowment was proud

2007-2011

to receive a $5 million gift from an

2012

2013

2014

2015

anonymous donor to be used for
renovations to Falcon Stadium. Also
in 2015, the Helen K. and Arthur E.
Johnson Foundation committed an

NUMBER OF DONORS TO ACADEMY

additional $1 million to an existing $5
million commitment for a Chair for
the Profession of Arms in the area of

7,677

7,425

Character & Leadership Development.
This overall commitment of $6 million

8,635

2,747

2,806

5,810

5,829

2014

2015

7,728

2,735

2,576

4,798

4,942

5,152

2011

2012

2013

2,627

8,557

constitutes the largest single purpose
commitment for the Academy since the
inception of the USAFA Endowment.
In total, more than $11.4 million
was committed in 2015 to restricted
Academy programs and projects.
Additionally, over $2.9 million of
unrestricted support was contributed
to the Air Force Academy Fund.

GRADUATE DONORS

OTHER DONORS

This support included recognition of
1292 Sabre Society donors, the most
in Academy history. Class projects

DONORS BY LEVEL TO ACADEMY

constituted a significant amount
of support in 2015, including the

DONOR LEVEL

completion of the Plaza of Heroes

$1M -$5M

4

$500K - $999.9K

2

$250K - $499.9K

5

$100K - $249.9K

13

Finally, the USAFA Endowment’s

$25K - $99.9K

41

cost of fundraising was 12.5%

$10K - $24.9K

52

in 2015, well below the national

$5K - $9.9K

85

$1K - $4.9K

1,556

LESS THAN $1K

6,877

TOTAL NUMBER OF DONORS

8,635

located on the Association of
Graduates Heritage Trail, which was
funded by the Classes of ‘65 & ‘70.

average. This means that for every
dollar spent on fundraising last year,
the USAFA Endowment returned
over eight times that amount in
new gifts and commitments.

DONORS
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

GIFTS BY PURPOSE (2015)
Private gifts and commitments of $16.41 million to the USAFA Endowment
during 2015 were designated to the following purposes.
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
7.07% // $1.16 million

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
13.47% // $2.21 million

ATHLETIC SUPPORT
44.79% // $7.35 million

OTHER INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
4.08% // $665,011

CHARACTER & LEADERSHIP
8.65% // $1.42 million

UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT
18.10% // $2.97 million

GIFTS BY PURPOSE
(2015)

HERITAGE
3.84% // $630,760

GIFTS BY PURPOSE (CUMULATIVE)
Private gifts and commitments of $110.23 million to the USAFA Endowment
since its inception in 2007 were designated to the following purposes.
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
7.83% // $8.64 million

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
18.78% // $20.70 million

ATHLETIC SUPPORT
19.83% // $21.86 million

OTHER INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
2.08% // $2.29 million

CHARACTER & LEADERSHIP
34.16% // $37.65 million

UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT
14.46% // $15.94 million

GIFTS BY PURPOSE
(CUMULATIVE)

HERITAGE
2.86% // $3.15 million

GIFTS BY SOURCE (2015)
Private gifts and commitments of $16.41 million to the USAFA
Endowment during 2015 came from the following sources.
GRADUATES
68.86% // $11.30 million

PARENTS
5.00% // $815,560

COMPANIES
14.93% // $2.45 million

OTHER
1.46% // $240,086

GIFTS BY SOURCE
(2015)

FOUNDATIONS
9.75% // $1.60 million

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENT

$15,418,346

EXPENSES

INVESTMENTS

$23,937,199

PROGRAMS & SERVICES PROVIDED

PLEDGES (PROMISES TO GIVE)

$15,079,104

FUNDRAISING

OTHER ASSETS

$194,647

TOTAL ASSETS

$54,629,296
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GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
TOTAL EXPENSES

$10,893,145
$2,063,133
$598,195
$13,554,473

THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY ENDOWMENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Edward R. Jayne II, ’66 Chairman

Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Eugene A. Lupia, ’67

John M. Fox, ’63, Vice Chairman

Paul S. Madera, ’78

Dr. April Fitzgerald, ’87 Secretary

William W. Maywhort, ’68

Jerome V. Bruni, ’70 Treasurer

John W. Martin, ’69

Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Mark Volcheff, ’75 President & CEO

John H. Martinson, ’70

Dr. Robert P. Barnes, ’67

Richard D. McConn, ’66

Nancy J. Burns

Gilbert D. Mook, ’67

Leslie G. Denend, ’63

Terrence O’Donnell, ’66

Terrance M. Drabant, ’65

Harry J. Pearce, ‘64

Gen. (Ret.) Ralph E. Eberhart, ’68

Charles E. Phillips, Jr. ’81

Jeffrey M. Frient, ’87

Gregg C. Popovich, ’70

Timothy J. Fyda, ’79

Ervin J. Rokke, ‘62

Alexander P. Gilbert, ’87
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